SC-303 & SC-313
Coin counters

With counting speeds up to 2,700 coins/minute, the SC-303 and SC-313
are real time-savers. Reliable partners for banking, retail, amusement
and other businesses that need to count, verify or bag coins or plastic
tokens. The products are so compact that they will fit in wherever you
need to use them.

Long-lasting coin counters SC-303 & SC-313
The difference between SC-303 and SC-313
Even though the two products are very similar in looks and functions, there are some
differences. SC-303 comes with a carrying handle for easy portability. On SC-313 the
tilting coin tray has been replaced with an automatic coin hopper. The remarkably
higher hopper capacity makes SC-313 the ideal choice for larger volumes.

Universal counting, verifying or bagging
Two separate adjustments for coin diameter and coin thickness make the SC-303 and
SC-313 a universal choice. A side bag attachment for rejected coins is standard for
both products. Other benefits for the user are pre-selectable bag stops, memory,
automatic reverse function removing jammed coins and automatic stop and offsort
function for smaller coins. Accessories include e.g. tubing attachment and bag holder
for rejected coins.

Straightforward efficiency
The SC-303 and SC-313 are easy to use and handle. In addition to accuracy and
speed, the electronic counting gives a very low sound level, which is appreciated in
open areas. Thanks to their compact size, they will both fit in wherever you need them,
and can easily be moved around. In short, SC-303 or SC-313 is the ideal solution if you
need a fast and reliable coin counter.

Loaded with customer benefits
Microprocessor controlled with non-volatile memory for storing all vital data – no battery
backup required. Three memory levels with a sub-total, grand total and a separate bag
count memory. Pre- programmed stops, up to 7 different values, with manual override,
from 1-10,999 and infinitely. Easy to read six-digit green LED display.

CS-313 Technical Specification
Speed
Hopper capacity
Diameter range
Thickness range
Size (width×depth×height)
Weight
Voltage
Power

up to 2700 coins/min
approx. 3000 coins (3 litres)
14-34 mm
1.0-3.4 mm
260 mm × 370 mm × 315 mm
11,6 kg
100-130/220-240 V, 60/50 Hz
55 W

CS-303 Technical Specification
Speed
Hopper capacity
Diameter range
Thickness range
Size (width×depth×height)
Weight
Voltage
Power

up to 2700 coins/min
approx. 1700 coins (2 litres)
14-34 mm
1.0-3.4 mm
220 mm × 370 mm × 165 mm
8,4 kg
100-130/220-240 V, 60/50 Hz
40 W

Accessories and Options
CA 1
IH 1
TI 1
BGS 1
BG 1
BA 3
HE 1

Coin adapter
Insert holder
Tubing inserts (for prefabricated coin tubes)
Bag guide with shelf
Bag guide without shelf
Bagging attachment (for rejected coins)
Hopper extension kit (SC-313)
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